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Abstract: This paper treats the interactions between a main crack and a rnicrocrack in an anisotropic piezoelectric 
solid. Based on the Green's function approach and the principle of superposition, a system of singular integral 
equations for the unknown temperature discontinuity defined on each crack face is developed and can be solved 
numerically. In the analysis, the residual heat flux, stress and electric displacement on rnicrocrack location to be 
released are evaluated directly from the near-tip fields of main crack. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fracture mechanism of brittle material in the 
microscale is always concerned with micro defects such 
as cracks , holes and inclusions among which micro
cracking has received considerable attention in the past 
decades. Stress analysis of multiple crack problems in 
isotropic materials has been done by many researchers, 
such as Hoagland and Embury[l], Chen[2], Horri and 
Nemat-Nasser[3], Gong and Horii[4]. A history review of 
this topic was performed by Kachanov[5]. For anisotropic 
materials without considering the thermal effect, Hwu[6] 
obtained a solution for collinear cracks in an infinite 
plate. Chen and Hasebe[7] treated the elastic interaction 
between a main-crack and a parallel micro-crack in an 
ortholropic plate. Unlike in the case of anisotropic 
elasticity, relatively little work has been done for the 
analysis of multiple crack problems in piezoelectric . 
materials. This work is a continuation of our previous 
studies[8 ,9]. In the paper, the Green's function approach 
and the principle of superposition are used to study 
thermoelectroelastic behaviour of a piezoelectric plate 
containing a main crack and a micro-crack. The geometry 
of the problem is shown in Fig. I. After introducing the 
extended Stroh formalism and the thermoelectroelastic 
Green ' s function for temperature discontinuity, a system 
of singular integral equations for the unknown thermal 
analog of dislocation density defined on crack faces is 
derived by using the principle of superposition. The integ
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Fig. I Geometry of the crack system 

ral equations can be solved numerically and used to 
calculate stress and electric displacement(SED) intensity 
factors . 

2. BASIC FORMULATIONS 

Using the notation employed in[9, 10], the general 
solution of a two dimensional thermopiezoelectric 
problem can be expressed as 

u = Im[Af(z)q + cg(Zt)] 

<I> = Im[Bf(z)q + dg(Zt)] 

TIl = -<1>,2 TI2 = <1>.1 

e= Im[g'(Zt)] 

hi = Im[ik'tg"(Zt)] 

h2 =Im[-ikg"(Zt)] ( I) 

where overbar denotes complex conjugation, 1m stands 
for the imaginary part of a complex number, a prime 
represents the differentiation with the argument, q is a 
constant vector to be determined by the boundary 
conditions, U={UI U2 U3 <p}T, nF{alj a2j a3j Dj}T, j=I ,2; 

i =R, U; and <p are the elastic displacement and 

electric potential, e, hi' cr ij and D; are temperature, 

heat flux, stress and electric displacement, respectively, 
f(z)=diag[ftZI) f(Z2) f(Z3) f(z..)] , f(z;) and g(Zt) are arbitrary 
functions with complex arguments Z; and Zt, defined by Zj= 

2
XI+Ph and Zl=XI+'tX2, k =~kll k22 - k l 2 ' 't and p; are 

the heat and electroelastic eigenvalues of the materials 
whose imaginary parts are positive, respectively, A , B, C 

and d are well-defined in the literature (see [10], for 
example) . 

For an infinite piezoelectric plate subject to tempera

ture discontinuity eo located at Zt = XI + ti2 , the 
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I 
thermoelectroeletric Green's functions at point Z(X/,x2) 
has been found by Qin and Mai[8]. For the sake of

1 reference, the functions are listed below. 
1 

8(z,) =80 !m(ln Y1 ) / 21t, (2) 

h 
j 
=_~Im(kil + P.k j2 ) (3), 

21t YI 

eo u = 2;r-Im{Af(z)q+cYI (lnYI -1)}, (4) 

80 
$ = 21t 1m {Bf (z)q + dYI (In YI - 1)} (5) 

where 

f(z) = diag[f (y;),f (y;),f (y;),f (y;)], 

Yl = Z/ 	 - 2" Y; = Zj - zt' (i=1-4) 

f(y)= y(ln Y -1), (6) 

q = -i(B-'B - A -IA)-I(A -I(C + c)
2 

_B-l(d+d» 

3. SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

The geometrical contiguration of the problem to be 
solved is depicted in Fig. I, showing an infinite plate 
subjected to remote heat flow ho and with a main crack of 
length 2c and a microcrack of length 2co located near the 
main-crack tip. The central point of the micro-crack is 

denoted 	 as (x lO , x 20 ) and the orientation angle is 

denoted as a.. The cracks are initially assumed to remain 
open and hence be free of tractions and charges as weIl as 
to prevent the transfer of heat between their faces. 
Moreover, the main crack is assumed much larger than 
the length of the micro-crack and the distance between the 
right tip of the main crack and the center of the micro 

crack, i.e. C » Co' c» d . Under this assumption, the 

residual stresses to be released can be approximately 
calculated by the near-tip solutions of a single crack". 

Using the Green's function described above and the 
superposition technique, the thermal problem shown in 
Fig. I can be formulated in the form 

~[fc e~~:~ + r:o KIO(ry,~)81(~)d~]=O(7) 
~[jCO el(~)d~ + fC K01(1],~)80(~)d~] 
;r -co 	 1] - ~ J-c (8) 

=2h~I(~)/ k 

where 80 and 81 are the distributing Green's functions 

defined along the main crack and microcrack, respec
tively, subscripts 0 and 1 stand for main crack and' micro-

crack, h~1 is the residual heat flux to be released, which 

will be given in the Appendix, and 

KlO(1]'~)=Re[ _ / _~.],
1] Z,I ,I 

KOl (1],~) = Re[ 1. ~], (9)0 
Z/I + 1]Z,1 

o • . 
where Z,I = XIO + 'tX20 ' Z,\ = cosa + 't Sill a . 

In addition to Eqs.(7) and (8), the single valuedness of 
the temperature around a closed contour surrounding a 
given crack requires that 

fx 8Js)ds = 0 (i=O,I; x=c, co) (10) 

The coupled singular integral equations for the 
temperature dislocation density in Eqs.(7) and (8) 
combined with Eq.(lO) can be solved numerically[ll]. 

Since the solution for the functions, 8 j (~) , has a square 

root singular at the corresponding crack tip, it is more 
efficient for the numerical calculations by letting 

where 8 j (t) is a regular function defined in a closed 

interval I~I S X . Once the function 8 j(t) has been found, 

the. corresponding SED can be given from Eqs.(l) and (5) 
in the form 

TIl = -$,2 = __1 Im{Jco [BP(ln Zl)q
21t -co 

+d'tlnYI ]el(~)~+ J)BP(lnzo)q (12) 

+d'tln Yo]80(~)~} 

TI2 =$,1 =_1 Im{jC
O 

[B(ln Zl)q
21t 	 -co 

+dlnYl]8\(~)d~+ J)B(lnzo)q (13) 

+dln Yo]80(~)d~} 

where 



Y~o =Z j -~, Y~. =Z j - z,. ' 
(15) 

ZtI =Z~ + ~Z;., Y. = Z, - z,. (j =1-4) 

Thus the traction-charge vectors on the crack faces are 
of the fonn 

t~0(11)=TI2(1J)=_1 Im{Jco [B(lnz.)q
2n -co 

+dln YI ]Ol(~)d~+ f}B(lnzo)q (16) 

+d In Yo ]80(~)d~} 

t~l(Tn= -TIl (11)sina+~ (11)cosa 

=	_l- Im{B(lcosa + Psin a)[jCO [(In Zl)q
2n -~ 

+ d In YI ]81 (~)d~ + f}(ln zo)q (17) 

+dln Yo]80(~)d~]) 

Generally, t~i (11) do not satisfy the given traction

charge boundary conditions on the crack faces. To satisfy 
those conditions, we must superpose a solution of the 
corresponding isothermal problem with a traction-charge 

tor induced by dislocation vection bi which. together 
v:ilh the results in Eqs.(16) and (17), will satisfy the given 
boundary conditions. The elastic solution for a singular 
di location of strength bi obtained by Ting[ 12] is adopted. 
Th olution is now in the form 

TIl = -~ Im[BP(z j - ~)-I )BT]bo n 
(18) 

1 ( ;; _I \ TTI2 = n Im[B (Z j - ':» /B ]bo 
(19) 

1 ( ~ _I \ T+- Im[B (Z j - Z jl) /B ]bl n 

where 

(c j)=diag[()1 ()2 ()3 ()4]' 

~ 0 ;;~' 0 
~ Jl =Z jl + ':,.(. jl' Z jl =XIO + P jX20 ' (20) 

Z~. =COS a + P . sin a
S' . J 

Similarly, based on Eqs.(l8) and (19), the thermoelec
troelastic problem shown in Fig. I can be formulated in 
the foml 

-.!:. fO b l (~)4, + ~ 1m JC B X 
21t -co 11 ~ ~ 1t -c 

( 
0 Z:I , ~)BTb (~)4, (19) (22) 

Zkl + 11Zu -
o 

= -t~l (11) - TI~I (11) 

Here n,,°l (11) is the residual SED to be released, which 

will be given in the Appendix. 
Moreover, the single valued condition requires that 

(i=O, I; x=c, co) (23) 

where 

L = -2iBBT 	 (24) 

As was done previously, let 

(i=O, I ; x=c. co) (25) 

Once the function 8;(;> has been found from 
Eqs.(21 )-(23), the stresses and electric displacements 
near a given crack tip can be evaluated. For example, the 
SED, II. (1'\) , in a coordinate local to the main crack line 

can be expressed in the form 

L JC bo(~)d~ 1 JCo
TI (11)=- ): +-Im Bn 21t - c 11 - ~ 1t -co 

1x( _0 _
9

, )BTbl(~)~+t~o(11) 
(26) 

11 Zkl k1 

Using Eq.(26), we can evaluate the stress intensity 

factors K*=(Kn, K .. Km. KDlT at the tips. e.g., at the right 

tip(~=c) of the crack by following definition: 

K' = lim .J21t(~:'" c)TIn (~) (27)
E,--)c + 

Combined with the results of Eq.(26). one then leads to 

"" -LE>(c) (28)K '~ 4c 



Thus the solution of the singular integral equation 

enables the direct determination of the stress intensity 

factors and study the effects of microcrack on the near-tip 

fields of a mian crack. 
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APPENDIX 
For a crack of length 2c embedded in an infinite 

thermopiezoelectric plate subjected to remote uniform 
heat flux ho, the near-tip fields can be found for the 
solution given by Qin et al.[13]: 

11, "" -hu~ c Re['t(cos8 + 'tsin8)-1I2]
2r 

(AI) 

~ "" hu~ c Re[(cos8 + 'tsin8)-1/2]
2r 

3/2h ( 	 )II "" - a 0 Re {B Pk 


1 .J2; (COS8+Pksin 8 )1I2 


x [AT{lm(d) + Re(-Lc + Hd)) 

+ BT (Re(Se + Hd - L-1(I + iS T )d)]}, 
(A2)

3/2 

a ho ( 1 )II2 	"" Re{B ------ 
.J2; (cos 8 + Pk sin 8)1/2 . 


[AT (Im(d) + Re(-Le + Hd)) 


+ BT (Re(Se + Hd - L-1(I + iS T )d)]} 

where(see Fig. 	1) 

H = 2iAAT, S = i(2ABT 
- I), 

r2 = (x - a + ~cosa)2 + (x + ~sina)2, (A3)iO 	 20 

() = COS-I~(XlO -a +~cosa) / r] 

The residual fields, h~l and II~I can be, then, calculated 

from the following relations 

h~l = -11, sina + ~ cosa 
(A4) 

II~1 = -III sina + ITz cosa 


